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ABSTRACT: Using the anonymity feature of GDSS (Group Decision Support Systems) meeting application as a backbone,
this paper is aimed to find out whether enhancing technical anonymity in the GDSS supported meetings will increase
participants’ confidence in the software’s confidentiality, causing more productive discussions. Some Anonymity Enhancing
Technologies (AETs) are discussed, and their impact on ensuring anonymity is investigated. Semi-structured interviews
were conducted with experienced facilitators, technical support individuals and users of GDSS meeting software, from real
business environmental settings. The ‘FacilitatePro’ and ‘MeetingSphere’ meeting applications were investigated for the
research. The paper illustrates some results, and proposes future research related to AETs in GDSS supported meetings.
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1. Introduction
The GDSS is a complex technology that provides number of features for enhancing communication among meeting members,
such as anonymous idea listing, voting techniques and comments recording [5], which helps to structure meetings in
brainstorming and voting sessions [4]. One of the critical features the Decision Support Systems provide is anonymity, which
allows participants to exchange generated ideas anonymously (5, 24, 18), freeing members of the group from the influences
of other high ranked or powerful individuals [34, 22] and evaluating members’ contributions and ideas based on the idea’s
value, not on the author’s status [13].
Group Support Systems is divided into four configurations: Same Time / Same Place; Same Time / Different Place; Different
Time / Same Place; and Different Time / Different Place [15, 19]. This paper is limited to investigate meetings conducted in the
‘Same Time / Same Place’ configuration, which is considered to be an important type of meeting due to its role in establishing
social relations, team milestones and dealing with major changes in decision making tasks [4].
In this type of GDSS supported meetings group members gather around a discussion conference table, each group member
has his own computer terminal linked to other terminals by a computer network. The meeting is guided by a facilitator; who
holds the duties of running the session, categorizing and prioritizing the questions and the suggestedsolutions by the
meeting members. Participants’ comments, contributions and other meeting procedures appear, anonymously, on each
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members screen and/or on a shared large display screen fitted at the front of the participants [15].
2. Motivation for The Research
Anonymity in GDSS organizes meetings and provides the users with the possibility to remain unidentifiable [3]. Unfortunately,
sometimes, users of such systems do not accept these technologies’ constraints, instead, they try to attribute comments to
their authors [12], modify, adapt or exploit the available technology to suit their own needs and achieve their own goals [4]
‘working-around’ the system [14].
Even though, the GDSS application organizes how users and groups communicate, some users of these systems remain
suspicious of the security and the secrecy levels that these applications maintain. This situation may negatively impact the
willingness of participants to freely contribute to the discussions and dissent other group members or express their ideas
without fear [22], consequently, reducing the effectiveness of the GDSS system [8]. It is vital to understand how these
technologies establish anonymity, and how GDSS meeting participantsutilize anonymity strategically [9] to resist and dissent
powerful members [23].
3. Theoretical Framework: The Strategic Component of The SIDE Theory
Arguably, the Social Identity model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) theory is the most current and influential theory in
terms of anonymity and group members interpersonal interaction [3]; it tries to provide an explanation for the impacts of
anonymity and identifiability on group behavior in CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) environment [22]. To explain
how anonymity impacts CMC the SIDE theory encompasses two aspects: Cognitive and Strategic [3].
The Cognitive aspect of the SIDE theory focuses on how group and individual behavior within a group is mediated by
anonymity, and focuses, as well, on individual identifications strength within the group [16, 22, 3]. While the strategic aspect
of the theory explores how members of groups intent tostrategically exploit and use the anonymity feature of a computerized
meeting application, [30, 3].
The strategic component of the SIDE theory has received scant scholarly attention, and needs further investigation [3, 22]. It
argues that, when individuals perceive how anonymity within computer mediated communication impacts interpersonal
communication, they start to exploit and utilize anonymity, strategically, using different strategies, to achieve their own
objectives and needs [23, 30, 3]. For example, groups with low power status may utilize this feature for resisting the powerful
majority, in this way group members are able to utilize anonymity to express their ideas and point of views, which could be
contradictory to the ideas of other powerful group embers. The strategic component of this theory, also proposes that,
anonymity in communication via computers supports and fosters resistance [22].
4. Anonymity in GDSS Meetings: Technical Anonymity
Anonymity has been categorized under two broad categories: Technical and Social anonymity [12]. The social category
refers to the participant’s self-perception as unidentifiable or anonymous in a social context to himself and to others; due to
lack of cues that may attribute participants’ identity. The technical category refers to the removal of participants’ names or any
related identification information that may uncover the author’s identity in an electronic material exchange [3]. [8] referred to
this technical anonymity as ‘Procedural Anonymity’ which deals with the technical aspect of ensuring the anonymity of
communication among participants usingspecial network protocols to hide the source’s identity.
However, users of the GDSS meeting applications realize and fear that anything they may say within these meetings could be
archived, tracked and linked to them. Therefore, so called Privacy-Enhancing Technologies were developed [9]; in attempt to
eliminate those fears and to provide some kind of protection for both the participants’ identities and the data being transferred
over the network.
5. Anonymity Enhancing Technologies (AETS) in GDSS Meetings
Anonymity has been defined as “the state where a user is not identifiable when using a resource or service” [25] and as “the
degree to which a communicator perceives the message source as unknown and unspecified” [2]. In anonymous
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communication, also known as unlinkable anonymity, the communicating parties are unknown, unidentifiable and can’t be
remembered [1].
The amount of research dealing with technologies and mechanisms to enhance anonymous online communication interactions
is quite large. This section will be discussing only some of these technologies which companies providing GDSS meeting
applications promote as being the most highly secured and sophisticated applications. These Anonymity Enhancing
Technologies (AETs) foster the anonymous interaction across the network system and aim at masking users’ identities and
their comments or contributions during and after the meetings. Data Encryption and Data Transfer Protocol techniques being
the two primary mechanisms used by the GDSS software providers are discussed. The iPad devices as a new emerging
technology in the GDSS meeting environment and their impact on enhancing anonymity, is discussed, as well.
5.1 Data Encryption
The first class of AETs, used by the GDSS meeting applications is the ‘Data Encryption’ technique. Data Encryption is the
primary mechanism used to maintain secrecy and confidentiality [8] over the GDSS supported meeting application. The data
encryption technique helps to protect both users’ identities, and the data being transferred through the network from being
tracked, hacked or disrupted. All transmissions over the network consists of three components; a header revealing the source
or the sender’s address, the next destination or receiver’s address and theencrypted message itself, which can be read, by the
next recipient, only. Therefore all messages being transmitted over the network must be encrypted; ensuring end to end
privacy, which allows only the intended recipient to be able to read the content of the message. However, this technique does
not guarantee full anonymous communication [8].
5.2 Data Transfer Protocol – SSL (Secure Socket Layer)
The second class of AETs is the Data Transfer Protocol, which the GDSS system uses to protect the data being transmitted
over the computer network. As the internet network being used by the GDSS meeting applications to transfer data through its
network clients and server, it becomes important that the contents of these transactions will be protectedthrough the net.
Though without problems, SSL (Secure ockets Layer) is one of the most widely used privacy enhancing technologies on the
internet, and originally used for secure interactions over the public internet network, but afterwards has been applied to file
transfer, telnet and news services [27]. One of the reasons for SSL technology success stems from its compatibility with the
major web browsers [10].
These GDSS meeting applications seek both data anonymity and connection anonymity. Data anonymity is “filtering any
identification information out of the data that is exchanged in a particular application”, and connection anonymity is
“hiding the identities of source and destination during the actual data transfer” [6]. To achieve this objective the
‘FacilitatePro’ and the ‘MeetingSphere’ applications use the SSL technology, to protect, both, the identities of the user and
the data being transmitted over the system’s network. SSL protocol, authenticates, creates an encrypted communication
channels and enables servers and clients to encrypt data being transmitted between an individual client and a server.
In sum, SSL is the encryption mechanism that protects on line transactions [11] allowing the encrypted data to travel over the
network securely [29], without being worried that this data is being transmitted in plain text (Spitalnick, 2009). Even though,
achieving relative anonymity is possible, yet, remaining truly anonymous, on line, has been unsolved problem [26].
5.3 IPAD Devices in Ilabs
The iLab is Innovation Laboratory – “an inspirational innovative facility designed to transport users from their everyday
environment into an extraordinary space encouraging creative thinking and problem solving”, including anonymous
brainstorming software and the use of a variety of facilitation techniques to stimulate and capture this participants discussion
and idea generation process (https://ilabnet.essex.ac.uk/mod/glossary/view.php?id=18).
One of the problems associated with the physical proximity of participants within the iLab sessions is the ability of participants
to see and hear each other when typing their comments, by observing and hearing the keyboard strokes,especially when
there is only one person typing alone, and eventually participants are able to attribute comments that have just displayed on
the shared screen with the authors. Enhancing the iLab sessions’ anonymity by installing iPad devices to the sessions, to take
over the laptops place, may be considered one of the effective solutions for the keyboard strokes sound problem, because the
iPad has enabled touch screen keyboard.
Installing iPads to the iLab environment was an idea generated by the iLab facilitator at the Southend campus of the
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University of Essex in UK. The reason for purchasing and implementing the iPads was not for anonymity enhancement
purposes, but, rather to keep the iLab updated in terms of the technological devices used within the iLab, and to give
participants more physical space to move and sit wherever is convenient for them; because the iPads are Wi-Fi connected to
the system.
6. Research Method
Semi-structured interviews, as the most commonly used kind of interviews in small scale social research [32] and as one of the
best data collecting tools used in Information Systems (IS) research [20], have beenconducted with three categories:
Software Users, Facilitators of iLabs and Technical Support experts. The ‘FacilitatePro’ provided by the (Facillitate.com) and
the ‘MeetingSphere’ provided by the (MeetingSphere.com) applications were used for this research.
Software users category were individuals from both genders and have used the GDSS meeting software more than once; their
occupations ranged from normal staff users to head of department. The facilitators were experienced iLab facilitators whom
have more than three years of experience in maintaining and facilitating sessions within the iLabs and whom have been,
previously, normal users of the software within their meetings. The last group was highly qualified technical support individuals
who have the responsibilities of running the software technically within the iLabs and coordinating with the companies
providing the software.
A number of 13 subjects were interviewed and each interview lasted for, approximately, one hour. Three categories of questions
were formulated; each category covered issues related to the specific position of the subject as being a user, a facilitator or
technical support. The users’ interviews covered issues related to the usage of the software and participants’ interactions
with the anonymity feature of the software. While the facilitators’ questions investigated issues relevant to the experience
from facilitating sessions and observing participants behavior during the sessions within the meeting room with the software
or other meeting facilities within the iLab. The technical support interviews were more related tothe technical issues of the
software itself, such as, the Data Encryption and Data Transfer Protocols. A comprehensive deep image was constructed from
interviewing those three groups of users for the GDSS meeting application.
7. Findings and Suggestions for Future Research
Understanding how anonymity is perceived by meeting participants, and how they interact with it is a vital issue towards
improving the outcomes of GDSS meetings. All this research subjects; users of the software, facilitators of the iLabs and even
technical support experts were found unaware of the ‘Data Encryption’ level or the ‘Data Transfer Protocols’ used within
these systems. Therefore, promoting and enhancing these ATEs, within (Same Place / Same Time) GDSS meetings configuration,
is not of a significant impact in fostering participants’ willingness to dissent others or to increase participants’ confidence in
the anonymity of the iLab environment.
Another finding for this research is that installing iPad devices may enhance the physical anonymity in the iLab environment
and could be useful to overcome the issue of some participants being able to attribute comments, caused by the physical
proximity in the GDSS meetings. However, usually participants were found to be task focused and not so keen to attribute
comments. The issue of attributing comments was not of a major concern neither for the users nor for the facilitators.
Overall, for the purpose of future research, this study encourages other researchers to investigate one of the GDSS meeting
applications’ feature, which provides the ability to conduct a meeting with participants from different locations at the same
time (Same Time / Different Places), without the need for participants to physically move to one specific meeting room. This
feature was found not used yet by the iLab service providers because of the lack of demand by clients on such service.
Investigating this (same time / different places) configuration is a good challenge, and could yield some new findings in terms
of using previously mentioned AETs in this kind of GDSS supported meetings.
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